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NON-ISOMORPHIC 2-PERFECT 6-CYCLE SYSTEMS OF ORDER 13

REBECCA A.H. GOWER

Running a computer search for new, cyclic, 2-perfect 6-cycle systems of order
13 and constructing the quasigroups which arise from such systems enabled the
author to establish that there are at most two such non-isomorphic systems. Then
by using two-variable laws of the quasigroups it is shown that there are exactly
two non-isomorphic 2-perfect 6-cycle systems of order 13 which are cyclic.

It is known that necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 2-perfect
6-cycle system of order n are that n = 1 or 9 mod 12 and n > 9 (Lindner, Phelps and
Rodger [2]). Hence the smallest possible order of such a system is 13. The existence
of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of order 13 is shown by example in [2]. The example is
cyclic.

It is obvious that for large n the construction of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of order
n is not unique up to isomorphism but for small n such a result is not obvious. The
most likely case for which uniqueness up to isomorphism might occur seemed to be 13
as it is the smallest possible order for such a system. However there is not a unique
2-perfect 6-cycle system of order 13; in fact the main result of this paper is:

THEOREM. TAere are precisely two cyclic non-isomorphic 2-perfect 6-cycle sys-
tems of order 13.

Arriving at this result involved two main steps; in each I used computer programs
I have written to speed the work. The first of these steps was an exhaustive search
(performed by the computer) for cyclic 2-perfect 6-cycle systems on 13 points. The
second step was to compare the new systems produced in the first step with the system
in [2] and with each other, so it could be determined which systems were isomorphic to
one another. This comparison involved the use of two-variable quasigroup laws.
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382 R.A.H. Gower [2]

DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES.

DEFINITION: A 6-cycle system of order n is a decomposition of the complete graph,
Kn, into a collection, of edge disjoint 6-cycles.

The 6-cycle containing edges Viv2, v2vs, . . . , vsWg, v6vi is denoted by

DEFINITION: A 6-cycle system is said to be 2-perfect if the set of 3-cycles formed
by taking edges between vertices which are distance 2 apart in the 6-cycles is also an
edge disjoint decomposition of Kn.

So if (i>i, v2, «s, V4, vs, wg ) is a 6-cycle of the system then (vi, t>3,175 ) and (v2 > ̂ 4, vg)
are in the set of 3-cycles formed by taking edges between elements distance 2 apart in
the 6-cycles. If this distance 2 graph is indeed an edge disjoint decomposition of Kn

then it is a Steiner triple system of order n (Lindner [3]).
From a 2-perfect 6-cycle system one can derive a quasigroup in the following manner

(see [3]). Define o on the vertex set V of Kn by:

(i) (Vv£V)(vov = v);
(ii) (Vu,t> G V,u ^ v)(you = z and ttou = w) if and only if (u,v,w,s,t,z) is

a 6-cycle of the system for some s and t.

Such a quasigroup satisfies the two-variable laws,

(i) (Va: G V)(xox = x)

(iii) (Vz.y G V)((xoy)o(yo[xoy]) = xo(yox)).

In the example given in [2] of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of order 13, K13 has vertex
set Zis and the collection of 6-cycles is defined as follows: C13 = {(0,5,2,8,7,9) + i \
0 < t ^ 12} where {v1,V2,v3,vi,vs,v6) + i = (vi+i,v2+i,---,v6 + i) with each

component reduced modulo 13.

THE EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH FOR ORDER 13, CYCLIC, 2-PERFECT 6-CYCLE SYSTEMS

Using Z13 as a vertex set for K\$ , adjacent vertices of a 6-cycle can be considered to
have a difference of ±1 or ±2 or . . . or ±6 between them by letting d,- = vi+1 (mod 6) —
Vi, 1 < i ^ 6. If a system is generated cyclically from one 6-cycle as in the example
above, each of the integers 1 to 6 must occur as the absolute value of a difference
between adjacent vertices in order to have each edge of Kn appear in a 6-cycle.

For example, in the system above, the differences are +5, —3, +6, —1, +2, +4.
In order to get a 6-cycle it is necessary that the sum of the differences is congruent

to 0 mod 13. The first part of the search for other order 13, cyclic, 6-cycle systems was
to find all possible combinations of signs to couple with the integers 1 to 6 such that
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the resultant sum was congruent to 0 mod 13. That is, couple the sign Si, Si £ {+ , —}
s

to integer t such that £) a» * = 0 m ° d 13.
i=i

With these sets of differences found and recorded, the next stage was to consider
all possible arrangements of the differences and determine which produced 6-cycles. For
example the arrangement —3,-1,+4,+5,+6,+2 would not produce a 6-cyde as the
first and fourth elements would be the same, that is, vi = V4 . Such arrangements were
discarded and only those producing 6-cycles were retained.

The result of the search so far was a collection of 6-cycles each of which could be
used to generate a 6-cycle system; however many of these 6-cycles were not 2-perfect.
The next step was to determine which 6-cycles would produce 2-perfect systems. This
was done by considering the edges of the distance 2 graph, that is, (v\,v3,vs) and
(v2,Vi,ve), and checking to 6ee if this was a Steiner triple system. Now («i,i>s,us) and
(V2,V4,VQ) generate a Steiner triple system if and only if each of 1 to 6 occurs as the
absolute value of a Si where Si = Vi+2 (mod e) ~ vi> 1 ^ * ^ 6.

From the list of 6-cycles which would generate 2-perfect 6-cycle systems it was a
simple matter to generate the systems and from them the quasigroup tables.

COMPARING THE SYSTEMS

At this stage I checked to see which of the new systems were isomorphic to the
system from [2] and then, for those which were not isomorphic to the system from [2], I
checked to see which were isomorphic to each other. In order to do this I wrote another
computer program.

Mapping from one pair of vertices in a system to a pair of vertices in a second
system completely determines the entire mapping from the first system to the second
since the corresponding quasigroups are two-generator. This fact was used when writing
the program to check for isomorphisms between systems.

The result of the comparisons between systems was the separation of the systems
into two classes, one class containing systems isomorphic to the system in [2] and another
class containing systems all of which were isomorphic to each other. This showed that
there are at most two non-isomorphic cyclic 2-perfect 6-cycle systems of order 13.

Retaining one system from each class left me with the systems (1) (0,5,2,8,7,9) + i
and (2) (0,11,1,9,10,4) +i, 0 ^ i ^ 12, components reduced modulo 13.

Using the program which checks for isomorphisms between systems, the au-
tomorphism groups for these systems were found. Both have the same automor-
phism group of order 39 with generating elements (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12) and
(1 3 9)(2 6 5)(4 12 10)(7 8 11). So the standard method of showing non-isomorphism
by showing that the automorphism groups are not isomorphic could not be used.
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However, using quasigroup laws did produce the result. Several two-variable laws
are known for the quasigroup of system (1) other than the standard laws mentioned
earlier. The technique for finding such laws is described in [1]. This technique was used
to obtain the following laws:

(a) xoy = (co[do(cod)])o([do(cod)]oc)

where d = (ao[6o(ao6)])o([(6o[ao6])oo]o[oo(6o[oo6])])

c = (ao[6o(oo6)])o([6o(oo6)]oo)

6 = ([xoy]oz)o([zo(xoy)]o[(xoy)oz])

a = ([xoy]oz)o(zo[xoy])

z = (aso[j/oi])o([xoy]o[zo(yox)]);

(b) y = [ga(f°g)Mg°f]

where g = [co(doc)]o[(cod)o(co[doc])]

/ = [co(doc)]o[cod]

c = [6o(tBo6)]o[(6oio)o(6o[ii;o6])]

d = [6o(tuo6)]o[6o«;]

b = [oo(voo)]o[(aou)o(ao[woa])]

w = [ao(woa)]o[oow]

a = [zo(uoz)]o[(zou)o(zo[tt02])]

•t; = [zo(uoz)]o[zou]

z = [xo(j/oa;)]o[(xoj/)o(xo[yoa;])]

u — [xo(yox)]o[xoy].

Law (a) holds in the quasigroup of system (1) but not in the quasigroup of system
(2). Consider the substitutions x = 0 and y — 2; the left hand side of the equation
becomes 6 in system (2) whereas the right hand side of the equation is 0. Conversely,
Law (b) holds in the quasigroup of system (2) and not in the quasigroup of system
(1). This time consider the substitutions x = 0 and y = 1; the right hand side of the
equation becomes 0 which is not equal to y.

This proves that the two quasigroups and hence the two systems are not isomorphic.
Hence the theorem of this paper is proven.
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